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ABSTRACT 
 
Modern web-based information systems generate large data 
and they require cloud computing kind of environment to 
store and access this huge data in order to provide their 
millions of online users in a scalable manner. Cloud 
computing systems make use of distributed file systems 
(DFSs) in their infrastructure to store and access large data. 
Hence, DFS has become an important component in the 
modern web-based information systems deployed in the cloud 
computing environment. Most of the users of the information 
system frequently perform read operations and infrequently 
perform write operations on the DFS. Hence, improving the 
read operations performance in the DFS has become an 
important research problem in the Big Data scenario. To 
improve the read operations performance in the DFS, 
prefetching and client side caching techniques are used. In the 
recent works, to reduce read operation access time of 
distributed file system, many collaborative client side caching 
techniques are discussed. In this paper, we have proposed a 
novel speculative read algorithm. Speculative read algorithm 
along with rank-based replacement algorithm can improve the 
read operations performance in the distributed file system.  
 
Key words: Client side caching, Distributed file system, 
Hierarchical Collaborative Caching, Prefetching, Rank based 
Replacement Algorithm, Speculative Read.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the promising big data scenario, web-based information 
systems (WISs) are being deployed in cloud computing 
systems to cater billions of online users efficiently. Cloud 
computing systems offer scalable storage and computing 
power so that deploying WIS will be beneficial to the owners 
of the organizations and also the users of the WIS. Cloud 
computing system uses distributed file system (DFS) at the 
back end to store the large data in a distributed manner so that 

 
 

storage will be scalable. The distributed file system (DFS) 
environment consists of data nodes (DNs) and name nodes 
(NNs). The DNs are used to store the data permanently in the 
hard disks and NNs are used to store metadata. Note that, the 
read or update requests submitted by the users are carried out 
in the DNs.  
 
The WIS receives very frequently the read requests and 
infrequently the write/update requests. For this reason, 
improving read operations performance, carried out on the 
DFS has become an important issue in the current context. 
Two significant techniques, Client-side caching and 
prefetching, are presented in the literature for improving read 
operations performance in the DFS environment. It is possible 
to minimize the average read operations access time in the 
DFS environment, by maintaining client-side caches (local 
caches) in the DNs main memory and by following 
collaborative caching by combining the local caches kept in 
all the DNs. In [10], authors discuss regarding the use of 
global cache which is maintained in one of the dedicated 
computer systems in the DFS environment to minimize the 
average access time of read operation. In [51], authors discuss 
the advantages of combining local, collaborative and global 
caches to store the frequently accessed data which will result 
in reducing average read access time further.  
 
In this paper, we have presented a novel speculation-based 
algorithm for reducing the read access time and also the 
write/update overhead of the client-side caching system. We 
have investigated the algorithms performance through 
simulation. The results indicate that the advocated speculative 
read algorithm along with rank-based replacement algorithm 
can improve the read operations performance in the 
distributed file system. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 
explains the related works. The speculative read algorithm 
and modified write procedure are detailed in section 3 and 
section 4 respectively. Our evaluation methodology and 
results are presented in section 5 and conclude the paper in 
section 6. 
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2.  RELATED WORKS 
 
There are many researches on how to improve the read access 
time of distributed file systems using client-side caching 
prefetching and speculative techniques.  
Big-data systems use hard disk drive (HDD) to store huge 
amount of data to be utilized by big-data applications. For 
example, Google File System (GFS), Hadoop Distributed File 
System (HDFS), stores massive amounts of data on large 
number of data nodes. HDDs alone become inadequate to 
meet the exigent requirements of the big-data applications. 
PACMan [43] uses main memory-based caching to enhance 
application efficiency and performance of cluster based file 
systems. Global memory caching systems (GMS) project 
[44], NOW project [45] and Dynamic Caching using 
Memcached servers [8] have employed coordinated caching 
using the memory of remote machines. The caching methods 
presented in the past focus on coordinated caching by taking 
into consideration only the local caches [44], [45]. And the 
Memcached system proposed in [8] employs global servers 
that are independent of one another. These techniques do not 
exploit collaboration among local and global caches in a 
combined manner. To tackle with the performance limitations 
of HDDs and global memory caching systems, we are 
presenting a hierarchical global collaborative caching 
(HCGC) technique [51] that makes use of collaborative local 
caching and the collaborative global caching in the DFS. 
 
The growing gap between processing speeds and disk access 
times [1] is causing data intensive applications to spend most 
of their execution times on disk I/O to fetch data from disk. 
I/O prefetching is a renowned technique to solve the disk 
stalling problem even though the data is need to be fetched 
from multiple disks distributed across various geographical 
locations.  
 
Existing prefetching methods are broadly classified into 
predictive prefetching and informed prefetching. Predictive 
prefetching predicts the upcoming Read/Write access patterns 
based on the past data accesses of applications [2]. Informed 
prefetching makes prefetching choices based on application’s 
upcoming access hints [3], [4]. 
 
The I/O access performance capabilities of a storage system 
also depend on the placing of the data. Generally a high-level 
storage store hot data which is to be accessed in the near 
future. Previous studies [5]–[10], [51] show that there is more 
benefit of having a multi-level caches or hierarchical caches. 
In hierarchical cache systems if the requested data is not found 
in the higher level storage, the subsequent storage level is 
checked until the requested data is fetched.  
 
By instigating prefetching and speculative executions on the 
data might decrease the I/O stall time of target standard 
executions. Modern processors use Speculative execution 
technique to alleviate pipeline stall problem by executing the 
next likely instructions in advance [11]–[17]. Examples of 
speculative execution are Branch prediction [11], [12] 
[17]–[20] and load value speculation [15], [16].  
 

A large body of research has been devoted to enhance the 
performance of storage systems by reducing the disk I/O 
operations. A speculation-based method discussed in [21], 
starts the speculative execution using the local cache contents 
first. The timestamps obtained from the server disk and local 
caches are compared to commit the execution. An aggressive 
hint-driven prefetching system [22] is proposed to pre-execute 
speculatively the application’s code to determine and supply 
hints for its upcoming read accesses, but the applications need 
to be explicitly modified to issue the hints. Big Data systems 
such as Google Map Reduce, Apache Hadoop, and Apache 
Spark depend on speculative execution [23]–[25] to mask 
slow tasks in turn to cut down job execution time. 
 
Replacement algorithms play a significant role to overcome 
the performance problems caused by the speed difference 
among processor and memory. Many replacement algorithms 
were proposed to determine what to eject from memory when 
the cache is full and to replace the new file block with the 
existing file block. 
 
The replacement policies are generally categorized [26] as 
recency-based policies, frequency-based policies, size-based 
policies, function-based policies and randomized polices. In 
recency-based policies, recency is used as the key decision 
making aspect. LRU and LRU variant replacement policies 
fall under this category. Frequency-based policies consider 
the popularity or frequency count as the most important factor 
and LFU is one of the examples of this class. Size based 
policies use the object size as the main factor, and this 
replacement policy removes larger objects first, from the 
cache. Function-based policies assign a utility value for each 
object. This value is computed using different factors such as 
time, frequency, size, cost, latency. GD-Size is the best 
example policy in this class. Randomized polices evicts an 
object selected arbitrarily from the cache. 
 
Low inter-reference recency Set (LIRS) proposed by [27], 
uses the access recency information known as inter-reference 
recency to anticipate the pages which are more likely to be 
accessed in the near future. The clock-based algorithms, for 
example CLOCK [28], CLOCK-PRO [29], CAR [30], and 
ARC [31], use a reference bit or a reference counter to find the 
victim page. Clock-based algorithms record only history 
access information of pages, but will not consider the order in 
which the pages got accessed. The scarcity of affluent history 
information can damage the hit ratios. 
 
Detection-based adaptive block replacement scheme (DEAR) 
[32], and AFC [33], analyze the memory accesses to find 
specific patterns and adopts diverse replacement conditions 
for each pattern like MRU for sequential accesses and LRU or 
LFU for other kind of patterns. 
 
Fuzzy inference techniques by [34], [35] and Artificial 
Intelligence techniques by [36], [37] are also proposed to 
make the replacement decisions. An intelligent replacement 
strategy combined with GDSF and SVM is proposed for web 
caching in [38] and [39]. The cache replacement decisions 
will be made using the object re-accessed probability. These 
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intelligent algorithms are computationally difficult to take 
cache replacement decisions. 
 
In the Big data and cloud computing era, efficient multi level 
cache management is one of the biggest challenges. The 
replacement algorithm has most important impact on the 
efficiency of a caching. A number of replacement algorithms 
such as first in first out (FIFO), most recently used (MRU), 
least recently used (LRU), and least frequently used (LFU) 
emerged as more effective. The most generally used 
replacement policy is LRU (Least Recently Used) and it 
records the pattern of recent referenced blocks. The important 
limitation of LRU policy is it keeps track of the present 
accesses of the blocks without considering the file block 
access frequency, (file level access patterns) and file block 
support. In face of this problem, we have proposed support 
based replacement algorithm and rank based cache 
replacement algorithm [51]. In these algorithms the 
replacement choices are made using the support value of a file 
block. 
 
All of these methods bring significant intangible benefits to 
the conventional replacement algorithms. In many cases they 
need more complex implementations, additional data 
structures and also entail data update for each memory access. 
 
3. PROPOSED SPECULATIVE READ ALGORITHM 
 
Speculative execution is a significant issue in computer 
architecture. It enables parallel execution of serial programs. 
Executing instructions ahead of their typical schedule is called 
as speculative execution. The origin of speculative execution 
is speculative instruction execution with branch prediction 
[52]. The style of speculative execution is more influenced 
and led to the development of the thread level parallelism. 
Control, data dependence and data value speculation are the 
three important ways of implementing thread level 
speculations [53]. 
 
Speculative execution is also applied on relational databases 
[54], [55], [56]. Speculative query execution allows the 
queries to be performed in advance in the database system to 
reduce the response time. 
 
Today’s world is lead by data. People along with machines are 
producing massive amounts of data every second by 
communicating messages, uploading multimedia content like 
photos and videos, collecting sensor data from various types 
of sensors and so on. In order to pace with the changes in the 
data patterns and to accommodate the requirements of big 
data, the platform for storage and processing also requires 
great advancements. To dynamically support and speed-up 
execution of user applications we propose speculative read 
algorithm. 
 
This section illustrates how the proposed speculative read 
algorithm works. Speculative execution permits serial tasks to 
be executed in parallel. To implement speculative execution, 
the system anticipates the result of a certain operation and 

carries out its execution using the predicted value. After the 
operation execution, the obtained result is compared with the 
predicted result. The system commits the speculative state, if 
the prediction was correct. Otherwise, rollbacks the system 
state to a prior consistent state.  

 
 

Figure 1: Speculative Threads created in the Cache Hierarchy 
during the implementation of Speculative Read Algorithm. 

 
Speculative execution is used to improve performance in 
various systems including distributed file systems [21]. The 
hierarchical global collaborative caching (HCGC) algorithm, 
searches for the requested file block to complete the read 
operation, in a sequential fashion starting from lower level 
cache to higher level cache of the multi level caches available 
in the system. It would be beneficial if we execute the read 
operation concurrently as the hierarchical caches present in 
the system are pre-filled with the popular file blocks and the 
possibility to find these file blocks in any one (or more ) of the 
caches of the system. 
 
The motivation behind speculative read algorithm is to reduce 
the read latency. The proposed speculative read algorithm 
allows the application to concurrently execute the read 
operation on the contents of local cache (LC), the 
collaborative local cache (LCC), the global cache (GC), the 
collaborative global cache (GCC) and disk to reduce the read 
operation latency. 
 
The proposed speculative read algorithm along with the 
support based prefetching [10], hierarchical collaborative 
global caching and the rank based replacement algorithms 
[51] works as follows. When a client application program 
executing on a DN need a file block fb, then the local cache 
manager concurrently check with the local cache (LC), the 
collaborative local cache (LCC), the global cache (GC) and 
the collaborative global cache (GCC) for the file block, by 
conversing with the pertinent cache managers and also creates 
speculative executions (SPs). 
 
Speculative threads are created on behalf of each speculative 
execution and named as SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, SP5, SP6, and 
SP7. Speculative thread SP1 represents the speculative 
execution initiated at local cache (LCDN). SP2 is a 
speculative thread, which represents the speculative execution 
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initiated at one of the local cache on the same rack (local 
collaborative cache-LCC). The speculative execution started 
at global cache (GC) present on same rack is carried out by the 
speculative thread SP3. SP4 is the speculative thread created 
to represent the speculative execution started at global 
collaborative cache (global cache present on any rack-GCC).  
Speculative execution started at a nearest data node (DN) is 
represented by the speculative thread SP5.  
 
Speculative thread SP1 starts its execution if the requested file 
block Fb is available in the local cache (LCDN) otherwise it 
will get terminated. SP2 execution will be started if the 
requested Fb is available in any one of the local cache present 
on the same rack i.e the collaborative local cache (LCC). SP3 
execution will be started if the requested Fb is available in the 
global cache (GC) connected to the same rack. SP4 execution 
will be started if the requested Fb is available in any one of the 
global cache present on any rack i.e the global collaborative 
cache (GCC). 
 
Simultaneously, the DFS user application program executing 
on the DN starts the speculative execution by invoking SP5 
thread for reading the file block from a nearest DN disk by 
contacting the NN and also collects the timestamp of the file 
block. After that, the time stamp collected from the NN is 
compared with the time stamp of the file blocks in the local 
cache, collaborative local cache, global cache, and 
collaborative global cache. If any file blocks time stamp value 
is matching with the time stamp collected from the NN, then 
the corresponding speculative execution initiated in the cache 
is allowed to complete. All the remaining speculative 
executions initiated in the other caches will be terminated. If 
time stamp is not matching with any of the cached file blocks 
then the speculative execution initiated at the disk is 
committed. Algorithm 1 describes the speculative read 
algorithm. Figure 1 describes the speculative threads created 
in the Cache Hierarchy during the implementation of 
Speculative Read Algorithm. 
 
Algorithm 1 Speculative read algorithm 
/* A user application program AP executing on a data node 
DN has issued read operation for File block fb of file F */ 
1: Timestamp t1=getNameNodeTimeStamp(fb) 
2: Timestamp t2=get-LC-TimeStamp(fb) 
3: Timestamp t3=get-LCC-TimeStamp(fb) 
4: Timestamp t4=get-GC-TimeStamp(fb) 
5: Timestamp t5=get-GCC-TimeStamp(fb) 
6: Timestamp t6=get-closest DNs-TimeStamp(fb) 
/* Create speculative execution threads SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, 
and SP5 and all these threads will be executed in parallel */ 
7: if (fb is present in the LCDN) then SP1 starts execution 
8: else SP1 is terminated 
9: end if 
10: if (fb is present in the LCC) then SP2 starts execution 
11: else SP2 is terminated 
12: end if 
13: if (fb is present in the GC (present on same rack)) then 
SP3 starts execution 
14: else SP3 is terminated 
15: end if 

16: if (fb is present in the GCC (global cache present on any 
rack)) then SP4 starts execution 
17: else SP4 is terminated 
18: end if 
19: if (fb is present in the closest DNs disk)) then SP5 starts 
execution 
20: else SP5 is terminated 
21: end if 
22: if (t1! = null) and (t2! = null) and (t2 == t1) then 
23: Terminate SP2, SP3, SP4, SP5 
24: Wait for SP1 to complete 
25: else if (t3! =null and t3 == t1) then 
26: Terminate SP1, SP3, SP4, SP5 
27: Wait for SP2 to complete 
28: else if (t4! =null and t4 == t1) then 
29: Terminate SP1, SP2, SP4, SP5 
30: Wait for SP3 to complete 
31: else if (t5! =null and t5 == t1) then 
32: Terminate SP1, SP2, SP3, SP5 
33: Wait for SP4 to complete 
34: else if (t6! =null and t6 == t1) then 
35: Terminate SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4 
36: Wait for SP5 to complete 
37: else File not found 
38: end if 
 
4. MODIFIED WRITE PROCEDURE 
 
The procedure followed for implementing modified write 
operation is discussed in this section. When a user application 
program executing on a data node has issued a write/update 
operation on file block then the file block is first copied into 
the local cache, global cache and to fulfil the requirement of 
replication factor the file block is written to local disk, remote 
disk on same rack and remote disk on different rack. The write 
procedure is described in algorithm 2. 
 
Algorithm 2 Write Procedure 
/* A user application program AP executing on a data node 
DN has to write/update a File block fb of file F */ 
1: if (write (new file block fb) then 
2: Write in local cache 
3: Write in global cache 
4: write to local disk 
5: Write in remote disk on same rack (replica on same rack) 
6: Write in remote disk on different rack (replica on different 
rack) 
7: end if 
 
The traditional write procedure writes the data only to the 
disks available in the DFS. We have modified the write 
operation such that the newly written or updated copy is also 
placed in the local cache and also in the global cache along 
with one or more disks according to the replication factor 
followed in the DFS. So that the subsequent read operations 
invoked on the new blocks will get benefited from the data 
copies present in the local cache , global cache  also avoids the 
disk accesses. This will also increases the system performance 
by reducing the read operation latency. 
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
We cover the assumptions for implementing the speculative 
read algorithm in this section. The implementation aspects of 
the proposed algorithms are covered next. 
 
5.1 Assumptions 
1) To avoid the communication overhead, no protocols are 
used to synchronize the caches. 
 2) The DFS user program converse with the NN to collect the 
DNs addresses where the requested file blocks are available. 
3) The size of Local and global caches are predetermined. 
4) During the write of a file block, it will first be written to the 
local cache, global cache and then written to the DNs disk 
according to the write-through strategy. 
5) 80% of read and 20% of write operations. 
6) The minimum threshold value considered for prefetching is 
0.6. 
 
5.2 Experimental Setup 
 
The computing and storage infrastructure of the DFS 
considered to conduct the experiments consists of 10 racks 
R1, R2... R10 and each rack consist of ten DNs. Each rack 
also consists of a cache node with the global cache to facilitate 
the implementation of HCGC algorithm. We have also 
assumed that NN is connected to rack R1. 
 
5.3 Specifications 
 
We have considered the following specifications for 
computing read access time for a file block. We presumed that 
the file block size should be of 4 KB for the DFS and the 
communication delay (CD) requisite to transfer a file block 
from a distant data node to the local data node as 4 ms. Based 
on the specifications of the switched local area network [46], 
the time requisite to transfer time stamp and metadata is 
considered as 0.125 ms. By considering the latest Seagate disk 
storage devices [47], the disk access time is 12 ms. We have 
presumed that the main memory access time is 0.005 ms, 
according to the latest DDR4 dynamic random access 
memory technologies [48]. The  access time to read 4KB file 
block from the distant memory as 4.01 ms. And access time 
for transferring metadata as 0.125 milliseconds. The 
communication delay (CD) requisite to transfer a file block 
from a remote data node (present in a different rack) to a local 
data node is 6 milliseconds. We have also considered that the 
cache invalidation time is 0.125 milliseconds. 
 
5.4 Synthetic Log Generation 
 
In order to generate a more realistic log, we used MediSyn 
[49], [50]. We have assumed that, there are 100 files present in 
the DFS and each file consists of 25 to 1000 blocks. The file 
and block popularity ranks are generated by using the random 
permutation and rejection method. We have used a 
generalized Zipf distribution function to generate file and 
block frequencies. We have fixed popularity parameter (p) 
value as 0.8 and maximum file frequency (Mf ) value as 500, 
maximum file block frequency (Mb) value as 1000, and scale 

parameter k as 30. The request arrival for a day is modelled as 
a non-homogeneous Poisson distribution function and each 
interval consists of 1000 requests. After sessions are 
generated, we have merged all the sessions according to the 
arrival time to build the complete log. 
 
For conducting simulation experiments, we have 
contemplated that a log with 100000 sessions and each 
session has got a number of read or write requests. Note that, 
each read or write requisition consists of 5 to 15 file blocks. 
We have to calculate local support and global support values 
for all the files by considering a DN. We have contemplated 
that the popular files will have support value greater than 
60%. After that popular file blocks are computed for all the 
popular files. Local caches of the DNs is filled with the  
popular file blocks and the remaining popular file blocks  and 
the globally popular file blocks are stored in the 
corresponding global caches present in the cache node of the 
rack in which that DN is present.  
 
In each experimentation, 100000 log entries are created using 
non-homogeneous poisson distribution function, and each 
interval consists of 1000 read/write requests and computed the 
average read operation access time. 
 
5.5 Simulation Results 
 
In this section we present the results of simulation 
experiments of speculative read algorithm using support 
based prefetching, hierarchical collaborative global caching, 
LRU replacement, support based replacement, and the rank 
based replacement algorithms.  
 
Figure 2 portray the average read access time (ARAT) of 
speculative read algorithm with LRU, support and rank based 
replacement techniques. To conduct these experiments, we set 
the size of local cache as 100 global cache as 500, total 
number of files available in the system as 100 and varied the 
number of blocks of a file from 25 to 100. 
 
Through the experiments we can see that the proposed 
speculative read algorithm with support and rank-based 
replacement techniques performs better than speculative read 
algorithm with LRU replacement. 
 
The reason behind this is, the cache content usually becomes 
stable, after filled with the file blocks of maximum support 
value (in support based replacement) and top n ranked file 
blocks (in rank based replacement). 
 
Figure 3 depicts the cache hit ratio (CHR) of the speculative 
read algorithm with LRU, support and rank-based 
replacement techniques. To conduct these experiments, we set 
the size of local cache as 100 global cache as 500, total 
number of files available in the system as 100 and varied the 
number of blocks of a file from 25 to 100. 
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Figure 2: Number of blocks of a file Vs ARAT (LC size is 100 

and GC size is 500 blocks). 
 
Experiments can prove that the local cache hit ratio of the 
proposed speculative read algorithm with rank-based 
replacement algorithm is better than speculative read 
algorithm with support and LRU replacement algorithms. We 
can also observe that collaborative local cache hit ratio of the 
proposed speculative read algorithm with rank-based 
replacement technique is better than speculative read 
algorithm with support and LRU replacement algorithms. It is 
also observed that local cache hit ratio, collaborative local 
cache hit ratio and global cache hit ratio of speculative read 
algorithm with rank based replacement algorithm is better 
than speculative read algorithm with support and LRU 
replacement algorithms. We also observe that speculative 
read algorithm with rank based replacement algorithm has got 
a good hit ratio value for collaborative global caches. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the average read access time of speculative 
read algorithm with LRU, support and rank based replacement 
techniques. To conduct these experiments, we set the size of 
local cache as 100 global cache as 500, total number of files 
available in the system as 100 and varied the number of blocks 
of a file from 200 to 500. 
 
Speculative read algorithm with rank based replacement 
technique performs better than speculative read algorithm 
with support based replacement. 
 
Speculative read algorithm with support based replacement 
technique performs better than speculative read algorithm 
with LRU replacement. We can also observe that, the 
proposed speculative read with rank-based replacement 
performs better than the remaining three algorithms. 
 
Speculative read algorithm with support based replacement 
technique performs better than speculative read algorithm 
with LRU replacement. We can also observe that, the 
proposed speculative read with rank-based replacement 
performs better than the remaining three algorithms. 
 

 
Figure 3: Number of blocks of a file Vs CHR (LC size is 100 and 

GC size is 500 blocks). 
 

 
Figure 4: Number of blocks of a file Vs ARAT (LC size is 500 
and GC size is 2000 blocks). 
 
The local cache size is set as 500 global cache as 2000, total 
number of files available in the system as 100 and varied the 
number of blocks of a file from 200 to 500 and potted the 
graphs for cache hit ratio. 
 
In Figure 5 we have plotted graph with the cache hit ratios of 
local and collaborative caches, of  speculative read algorithm 
with rank based replacement algorithm is better than 
speculative read algorithm with support-based replacement 
and speculative read with LRU. 
 
We also find that the global cache hit ratios of speculative 
read algorithm with rank-based replacement technique is 
better than speculative read algorithm with support-based 
replacement and speculative read with LRU. 
 
We also find that the collaborative global cache hit ratio of 
speculative read algorithm with rank-based replacement 
technique is better than remaining algorithms. So, we can say 
that speculative read algorithm with rank-based replacement 
technique surpasses the remaining two algorithms. 
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Figure 5: Number of blocks of a file Vs CHR (LC size is 500 and 

GC size is 2000 blocks). 
 

For this and next experiments, we have fixed the local cache 
size as 1000 blocks, global cache size as 5000 , varied the 
number file blocks in a file from 250 to 1000 and plotted the 
graph which are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, we can 
examine the average read access time performance of the 
speculative read algorithm with LRU, support and rank-based 
replacement techniques. Speculative read algorithm with rank 
based replacement technique performs better than speculative 
read algorithm with support based replacement. The 
performance of speculative read algorithm with LRU 
replacement support and rank-based replacement increase as 
the size of the global cache also increases. We can also 
observe that, the proposed speculative read algorithm with 
rank-based replacement performs better than the remaining 
three algorithms. 
 
In Figure 7, we have plotted the graph with cache hit ratios of 
local and collaborative caches, of speculative read algorithm 
with rank based replacement algorithm is better than 
speculative read algorithm with LRU and HCGC with support 
based replacement. We also find that the local, collaborative 
local, global cache hit ratios of speculative read algorithm 
with rank based replacement technique is better than 
speculative read algorithm with LRU and HCGC with support 
based replacement. We also find that the collaborative global 
cache hit ratio of speculative read algorithm with rank based 
replacement technique is better than remaining algorithms. 
So, we can say that speculative read algorithm with 
rank-based replacement technique performs better than 
remaining three algorithms. 
 
From the experiments results, we can see that the cache hit 
ratio of all algorithms is in the increasing order. We believe 
that this is due to the support based prefetching technique and 
it leads to number of hits in the cache hierarchy. 

 
Figure 6: Number of blocks of a file Vs ARAT (LC size is 1000 
and GC size is 5000 blocks). 
 
We can observe that with the tiny caches, cache can 
accommodate only limited file blocks, in such contexts, if 
there are large number of client requests, it leads to more 
number of misses, so the cache hit ratios of the algorithms are 
not high. But when the cache size is larger, cache can 
accommodate more number of file blocks from different files, 
hat will result in high cache hit rate. 

 
Figure 7: Number of blocks of a file Vs CHR (LC size is 1000 

and GC size is 5000 blocks). 
 

Next we discuss about the overhead that occurs with the cache 
invalidation. When multiple caches have the same file blocks, 
we need to maintain cache consistency. Change to a cached 
file block occurs when it got updated by the application 
program. These changes cause the file block to be out of sync 
with the other cached copies and or with storage server copies. 
To solve this hitch, the change should be propagated to all 
other caches whichever have the file block. The strategy 
applied to notify all the caches regarding the update is called 
as cache invalidation policy. This problem is more definite in 
collaborated caching schemes as there are multiple copies of 
the same file block existing at different caches. 
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Figure 8: Number of blocks of a file Vs Cache invalidation time 

overhead (LC size is 100 and GC size is 500 blocks). 

 
Figure 9: Number of blocks of a file Vs Cache invalidation time 

overhead (LC size is 500 and GC size is 2000 blocks). 

 
Figure 10: Number of blocks of a file Vs Cache invalidation time 

overhead (LC size is 1000 and GC size is 5000 blocks). 
 
To compute the cache invalidation overhead, we ran the 
simulation experiments of hierarchical collaborative global 
caching algorithm using the support based prefetching, and 
the rank based replacement algorithms but without 
speculative execution. Through the simulation experiments 
we have calculated the cache invalidation time overhead and 
the obtained results are depicted in figures 8, 9, and 10. From 
the results, we can observe that the Cache invalidation time 
overhead increases along with the cache size. We can also 
observe that the Cache invalidation time overhead is more in 
HCGC algorithm with LRU replacement when compared to 
HCGC algorithm with support based replacement algorithm. 
And the Cache invalidation time overhead is more in HCGC 
algorithm with support replacement when compared to HCGC 
algorithm with rank based replacement algorithm. However, 
the speculative read algorithm does not employ any cache 

synchronization or invalidation protocol, so cache 
invalidation time overhead problem will get resolved. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
Cloud computing systems use distributed file system at the 
back end for storing large data in a scalable manner. 
Improving the read operations performance of the distributed 
file system is one of the key research issues. We proposed a 
novel speculative read algorithm for hierarchical local and 
global caching environment to improve the read operation 
performance in the distributed file system. Experimentation is 
done by considering the presence of local, global, 
collaborative local and collaborative global caches. 
Experimental results shows that the proposed speculative read 
algorithm can reduce the average read access time of the 
distributed file system in comparison with the algorithm that 
does not carry out speculative executions.  
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